FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
forward look, inc. Engages StreamBase as a RiskForecast™
Preferred Solution Partner
(Boston, MA) October 29, 2007 – forward look, inc. today announced a partnership with StreamBase
Systems to deliver novel solutions for institutional investors and their investment managers that
measurably improve portfolio performance. forward look’s RiskForecast™, is an analytic service that
identifies and evaluates potential shortfalls in performance stemming from inefficiencies in a manager’s
operation. Using proprietary analytics, the RiskForecast™ service generates forward-looking, multi-factor
profiles that yield an incisive continuous ‘look-through’ at the quality of a manager’s operations.
Optimizing investment operations can return risk-adjusted performance gains ranging from 50 to 250 basis
points. Through the use of RiskForecast™, managers can resolve core operational issues and more readily
deliver the full value embedded in their investment ideas. StreamBase’s Complex Event Processing (CEP)
software will now be a key component of the RiskForecast™ solution set.
forward look, inc.’s President and CEO, Chito Jovellanos remarked: “StreamBase provides our mutual
clients with a robust Complex Event Processing Solution for quickly and measurably addressing the
inefficiencies inherent in an investment manager’s operation. Since our RiskForecast™ service is designed
to deliver material improvements in performance within six to twelve months of implementation, only a
select group of service and technology providers have the capability to enable these demanding results.
Based on our experience, StreamBase provides the rapid application development environment, rapid
deployment, and ease of maintenance required to meet these stringent standards.”
William Hobbib, StreamBase VP of Marketing, said: “forward look, inc. and StreamBase both recognize
the importance of timely resolution of portfolio performance issues. We are pleased to be working with
forward look, inc. to provide our mutual clients with solutions targeted to their pressing needs through the
innovative new RiskForecast™ service.”
About forward look, inc.
forward look, inc. is a Boston-based advisory that enables investment managers to demonstrably improve
product performance and minimize implementation shortfalls associated with complex product
development initiatives. For more information about the RiskForecast™ service and forward look, inc.,
visit www.riskforecast.com.
About StreamBase
StreamBase Systems, Inc., the leader in high-performance Complex Event Processing (CEP), provides
software for rapidly building systems that analyze and act on real-time streaming data and make
instantaneous decisions. StreamBase’s Event Processing Platform™ combines a rapid application
development environment, a low-latency high-throughput event server, and the broadest connectivity to
real-time and historical data. Leading investment banks, government agencies, e-Businesses, and
telecommunication network providers rely on StreamBase to power mission-critical applications that
increase revenue, lower costs, and reduce risk. The company is headquartered in Lexington, Massachusetts.
For more information, visit www.streambase.com.
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